Salt Communications is a secure mobile communications system used by organisations who cannot afford to compromise on security. The solution allows users to communicate with the highest confidence.

MOBILE APP FEATURES

SECURE MESSAGING
Our solution offers users the ability to send secure one-to-one messages to their Salt Communications contacts.

SECURE VOICE CALLS
We allow users to make secure one-to-one calls with their contacts anywhere in the world on any network.

GROUP CHATS
Salt Communications supports 16 person secure group chats. This allows users to share messages and attachments securely to a larger group of people.

CONFERENCE CALLING
We pride ourselves on quality voice conferencing allowing up to 16 participants at any one time. All VoIP calls are encrypted and secure in any region.

PEER TO PEER VIDEO CALLING
We provide the ability for users to securely make video calls with complete privacy.

MESSAGE BURN
Our burn functionality allows our users to purge information from their device & all recipients devices too. This can be done manually, or have a timer setting.

FILE TRANSFER
From confidential documents, to sensitive image transfer, Salt Communications allows for multiple file attachments that are completely encrypted end-to-end.

IN APP RESTRICTIONS
Administrators have the ability to prevent users having the capabilities to download documents & images.

SCREENSHOT PROTECTION
Administrators can restrict the capability of users to take screenshots. If screenshots are taken users will receive a message notification.

BROADCASTS
We allow customers to push out live alerts to large groups of users within an organisation. This feature will enable organisations to send messages, share images & documents as well as assign the level of severity to an alert.
Secure one-to-one and group chats can be carried out using the SaltDesktop application.

Confidential documents of all formats can be sent to recipients via the SaltDesktop app. This allows users to share information securely from their desk to their contacts anywhere in the world.

Complete, centralized control over which communications are archived for accountability and regulatory compliance.

Organisations can effectively manage the communication channels within their company. They control who speaks to who as user’s contact list is not linked to their personal device.

Our push to talk capability will allow users to send live updates to colleagues in the field. If users have missed live alerts they can listen to previous messages and feed information back regarding a specific topic.

We will be offering secure video conference calling in the near future. This will allow important users to speak securely, anywhere in the world with the personal touch of a video connection.